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PRODUCT REVIEW

MAGNUM

OPUS

J-600 JumboBY TRENT SALTER

As the acoustic revolution continues to
evolve, some of the most incredible advancements in guitar luthering can certainly be
attributed to modern day acoustic builders, as
is evidenced by Magnum Opus Guitars of
Marina Del Ray, California. A relatively new
company which unveiled prototype models at
last January’s NAMM Show, Musicians
Hotline is proud to be the first to review
these impeccable instruments. The J-600
CW2 Jumbo Cutaway ventures into the
review chamber this month.

First Look
An initial inspection of the J-600 yields a
reaction of inspiration and appreciation. The
body of the J-600 is entirely configured
from breathtaking claro walnut, including
the top, back and sides.
I should mention that claro walnut is
somewhat of a non-traditional wood. It is
highly respected among luthiers, and is
known for its warm, compressed tone and
volume projection. Claro also carries the
distinction of being the most colorful of all
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grades of walnut, giving it a magnificent
aesthetic appeal. It’s found in the rich soils
of California’s Sacramento Valley, which
partly explains its name; claro is actually a
Spanish term, meaning, “clear, light and
bright.”
So while it’s no surprise that a guitar made
of claro walnut would have an amazing
look and tone, I have rarely encountered
walnut of this caliber, with a rich, chocolate
brown color and flamey grain figuring. The
J-600 also features a one-piece African
mahogany neck with an ebony fretboard,
ebony bridge, bone nut and saddle. The
body, fretboard and headstock are gloriously bound with genuine ebony binding.
The appointments on this guitar are quite
unbelievable and require further explanation. First and foremost, all of these
appointments are 100% handcrafted, without the aid of any CNC or routing machinery. The world-class marquetry-styled inlay
work includes dual abalone rosette rings
with hand-engraved koa leaves, inlayed in a
gloss black ebony middle ring rosette.

The J-600 has abalone front body purfling,
back body purfling with center stripe, koa
headstock purfling, and a koa, walnut and
whitewood fingerboard vine inlay that
stretches from the 11th to the 17th fret.
This is a very classy feature in my opinion;
often, neck inlays tend to be a bit overdone
and end up detracting from the other
appointments of a quality instrument. With
the Magnum Opus, less is more – much
more. Koa, whitewood and walnut are all
utilized on the headstock torch and the
Magnum Opus script logo is inlaid in a
gloss black ebony headplate. Even the 18:1
tuners are handmade with ebony buttons.

Sound Check
Obviously, all beauty aside, tone is really
what this guitar is all about. It only took
about four chords to realize that the J-600
was as solid tonally as it appeared aesthetically. The very first thing I encountered in
my initial sound check was the amazing
tonal vibration generated from the walnut
top of the J-600. You can really feel the
vibration and it’s quite inspiring. Somewhat
like a kick drum, it’s one thing to hear it,
www.musicianshotline.com
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“The very first thing I encountered
in my initial sound check was the
amazing tonal vibration generated
from the walnut top of the J-600.”
and meticulous attention to detail, it rivals
just about any guitar at any price point.
Truly a functional work of art.
Downside
The Magnum Opus is admittedly a bit
spendy, keeping this out of the hands of
many players. And once you do get your
hands on it, you’ll no doubt find it extremely addictive to play. It could ultimately be
but you have got to feel it to truly tap into
inspiration. The J-600 has one of the bestbalanced tones I have encountered in an
acoustic guitar, featuring a robust low-end,
with transparent highs and a midrange that
is to die for. A lack of distinctive midrange
registers is where acoustics most often fall
short, but the J-600 passes with flying colors; warm but cutting describes it best.
The claro walnut is a very hard and stable
wood, which produces a deep “compressed” tone with an abundance of volume, similar to rosewood; however, it’s
even more transparent than maple, with the
warm midrange of mahogany. The
Magnum Opus Jumbo incorporates a high
degree of internal damping, allowing tonal
characteristics of the top to be heard without extraneous coloration. The overtones
that emulate from the top of this guitar are
nothing short of amazing.

The J-600 also incorporates scalloped Xbracing; the builders at Magnum Opus
hand-contour the bracing to hand-tune the
voicing of each soundboard. The J-600 rings
with such articulation you would swear
there was a chorus built into the guitar. The
meticulous set-up has semi-low action and
is absolutely effortless to play. A big, fat
neck with jumbo nickel frets, on a premium
ebony board provides superior playability.
From chords to fingerstyle, the J-600 literally
plays like butter. The Magnum Opus Jumbo
is also equipped with a premium custom
case that features velvet plush lining and
cover cloth with a built-in hygrometer to
constantly monitor humidity levels.

responsible for, “Screaming Wife
Syndrome.”

Final Mojo

Rating

Upside
The Magnum Opus J-600 is an incredible
handcrafted instrument that represents
acoustic luthering at its very finest. The
handcrafted appointments on this guitar are
impeccable, and I have to admit, I could not
find a flaw anywhere on this instrument.
The J-600 produces absolutely inspiring
tone.

Nothing less than the acclaimed Golden M!

With its well-balanced and incredibly
responsive voiced top, this guitar must be
heard and felt to be truly appreciated. At a
retail price of $5,895, the J-600 is not inexpensive and certainly would be considered
an investment grade instrument. However,
considering the incredible craftsmanship

MAGNUM OPUS GUITARS
MSRP $5,895.00
4337 Marina City Drive Suite 1141
Marina Del Ray, CA 90292
310-827-3361 Ext. 100
www.magnumopusguitars.com
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